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Unit 7 

 Word List 

 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 trade V ゲィゅわΑ 
2 trading N りケゅイゎ 
3 privileged ( with) Adj ゆ ゴΒヨョ   
4 rather Adv  リョ Ιギよ 
5 preserve V (ュゅバトャや (  ナヘエΑ 
6 realise V ポケギΑ 
7- endangered Adj ゲトガャゅよ りキギヰヨャや 
8 cultivation N ヮハやケコ 
9 resto  V ギΒバわジΑ 

 ancient j. ンゲをや - ユΑギホ 
 gladiator N ネケゅダヨャや-ゆケゅエヨャや 
 cheerfully Adv  ゥゲヨよ -ァゅヰわよゅよ 
 chariot N. メヲΒガャや ゅワゲイゎ ヮよゲハ 

 Take place PhV ゐギエΑ 
 rule V ユムエΑ 
 cultural Adj ヶプゅボを 
 instrument N コゅヰィ- ヮャぺ -ロやキや 
 include V リヨツわΑ 
 calligraphy N ギΒャや テカ 
 curiously Adv ヶャヲツプ モムゼよ 
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Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

                                ( realised  に   tradingに perseve) 

 1- D┌H;ｷ ｷゲ ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW ﾗﾉSWゲデ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくIWﾐデWヴゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉS  .     

2- Aデ ﾉ;ゲデが ゲｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくデｴ;デ ﾏﾗﾐW┞ ｷゲﾐげデ デｴW ヴW;ﾉ ｴ;ヮヮｷﾐWゲゲく 

 
 

Unit ( 7 )                         (Grammar)  
The past simple tense (テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや リョコ) 

Key words  ヮャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
Yesterday ザョぺ Last るΒッゅヨャや Ago グレョ 

. ( ヶッゅヨャや( ヶルゅんャや ブΑゲダわャゅよ モバヘャや ノッヲΑ ラや ょイΑ れゅヨヤムャや ログワ キヲィヱ ギレハ 
-:ラΚムセ ヮャ  ヶルゅんャや ブΑゲダわャゅよ モバヘャや  

 るプゅッや ペΑゲヅ リハ ヴッゅヨャや ヴャや メヲエゎ るヨヌわレヨャや メゅバプΙや -1  

Regular verbs るヨヌわレヨャや メゅバプΙや  

   ネケゅツョ  ヴッゅョ 

           ネゲわガΑ     invent Invent  

 ノヨイΑ collect  Collect  

 ゲプゅジΑ  travel Travell  

 ょバヤΑ play Play  

  モヨエΑ carry Carried 

  サケギΑ study Studied 

 ヴワ ゅヨミ ナヘエゎ ゅヨルやヱ   るプゅッや ペΑゲヅ リハ ヴッゅヨャや ヴャや ゅヰヤΑヲエゎ リムヨΑ Ι  るヨヌわレョ ゲΒピャや メゅバプΙや –2  

Irregular verbs るヨヌわレヨャや ゲΒピャや メゅバプΙや 

   ネケゅツョ  ヴッゅョ 

     ょワグΑ     go  Went 

         ンゲΑ see  Saw 
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     ンゲわゼΑ buy  bought 

       ウらジΑ swim Swim 

     モミゅΑ eat Ate 

      ュゅレΑ sleep Slept 

      ギイΑ find Found 

     ょわムΑ write Wrote 

       ょわムΑ build Built 

* Study these examples  

1- We ( go ) to the beach last week .             (Correct )  

   - We went to the beach last week .                             

2- Sara ( paint )  a nice pictures yesterday.   (Correct) 

  -Sara  painted  a nice pictures yesterday. 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

Grammar -- Past Simple : Negative 

 

 

 

 .  ケギダヨャや ヴャや モバヘャや キゲΑ ユを モバヘャや モらホ didn’t  ノッヲよ ヴッゅヨャや ヴプ モバヘャや ヴヘレΑ *    
 
*She                               tennis yesterday .(Negative.) 
 
 
didn't                           play  
 
 
*We                                a car last week .(Negative.) 
 
 
didn't                          buy  
 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

didn't   ヴヘルΑ ヶッゅョャゅよ メバヘャや

Played   

bought   
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 V .to .beラヲムΑ 

 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 

              1-Sara visited  her uncle  last Sunday.                                    (Make negative) 

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

         2- Omar travelled to Paris last week .                                   (Make negative )   

          ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

          3-Yasmeen wrote the letter one hour ago.                             (Make negative)                                      

        ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

          

 

 

 

 

ネケゅツョ ヴッゅョ 
Am – is was 

Are were 

I – he – she - it – キゲヘョ ユシや was 

 Ex) Rana was ill last week  .                           ex ) I was very tired yesterday   

They – we – you –  ノヨィ ユシや were 

Ex) We were at the beach two days ago . 

   Were                        weren't  Was                   wasn't   
 

many people in the party  wereEx) There 
yesterday .                               ( Negative) 

 
he many people in t n’twereEx) There 

party yesterday 

 
very interesting  wasEx) The match 

yesterday .                                ( Negative) 
 

very nice  wasn’t Ex) The party 
yesterday 
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- )                                                    

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

                           (Cultivation に   restore- endangered) 

1- WW ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｴ;ヴS デﾗ ゲ;┗W デｴWゲW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉs.    
2- Tｴｷゲ ゲﾗｷﾉ ｷゲ ┗Wヴ┞ aWヴデｷﾉWく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくﾗa SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ヮﾉ;ﾐデゲ will be very easy.   

 
⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

 
 Grammar: 

 

 

 

 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 
1- A camera is used for (take) photos.           (correct) 
    *……………………………………………….. 
2-Plastic (  use  ) for making bags.                 (Correct) 

    *……………………………………………….. 

 
Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(  take place -  ancient に   cheerfully-  chariot ) 

1- Ia ┞ﾗ┌ ┗ｷゲｷデ デｴｷゲ ﾏ┌ゲW┌ﾏ が ┞ﾗ┌ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ｴ;┗W ;ﾐ ｷSW; ;Hﾗ┌デ ﾉｷaW ｷﾐ ぐぐぐぐくくぐくRﾗﾏW     

2- The children watched their favourite cartoon veryぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

3- ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくヴ;IWゲ were  very well-known in the past. 

 

ヴプ ュキカゎシΑ“Used for” + v + (ing) 
Ex.A pen is used for writing. 

Ex: Books are used for reading 
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ゲヨわジヨャや ヶッゅヨャや リョコThe past continuous tense 
 
 

:Examples 
 

. English ing  study  wasI  -1 
. in the garden ing play  were  They -2 

. ingcook  was  Mona -3 
. ingsleep were  We  -4 

 
He                                                                     They  

+ We                  Were + v.                              ing   She              Was+ v.  +
                      ing 

It                                                                        You 
I  

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ 
: Exercises 

-:Choose the correct answer* 

1- I ( are –  were –  was - is ) talking on the phone . 

2- Mona and Heba ( is – were – was - am ) playing. 

Do as required between brackets:- 

1. She ( play ) the piano when her father came.. ………… …….……..( Correct) 
 
2. It ( rain ) when the accident happened.. ………………………… .( Correct) 

 
     3. We ( play ) ,when the teacher came in .. …………………………..…..( Correct) 

 When 
1 He   was reading    a story when    the bell    rang. 

2 We   were having    our lunch    when    it    started   to   rain. 

F
or

m
 past continous+ When + past simple 

ゲヨわジョ ヴッゅョ +When +  テΒジよ ヴッゅョ  

Was/were + ing 
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Topic: Grammar -While  
*Examples :- 

1)While  we  were  walking  along  the  beach , we  heard  a scream . 
2)While  I  was swimming  in  the  sea , I  saw  a  shark . 
3)I  saw  a shark  while  I  was  swimming  in  the  sea . 
 

 

  

 

 
Activity   
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d :- 
1- While she --------------, she fell down. 
        a) play                         b) playing             c) was playing                 d) plays 
2- While I ----------------,my father called me . 
        a) was studying           b) study                    c) studies                   d) studied 
 
Do as shown between brackets :- 
1- He found shells along the beach. Hamad was walking .           ( Use : While ) 

          *…………………………………………………………………………… 
    2- While we ( play ) football , it started to rain .                                 ( Correct ) 

          *…………………………………………………………………………… 
 
⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

 

     

1- I  used to sleep early .     

2-   Hani used to play football .                                        

Past Continuous Past simple While 

While Past Continuous Past simple 

ヴヘル Negative used to 

SｷSﾐげデ Щ ┌ゲW デﾗ Щケキタョ  

    Used to +      ケキタョ       
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used to 

 

                                                   didn’t                  use to  

Ex ) Kuwaiti people used to live in modern houses .  ( Negative ) 

  Kuwaiti people didn’t  use to live in modern house. 

Ex) People used to surf the net in the past .            ( Negative )  

Ex) People  didn’t  use to surf the net in the past . 

Activity 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:- 

1-In the medieval period, most of Spain was under Islamic …………………… 
                        a- calligraphy                b- rule                      c- instrument                d-chariot 
                

2-They found a great collection of old books ………………... very old manuscripts 
                       a- included                  b- took place               c- realized                    d- traded 

 
 
 

  

 

 

  Do as shown between brackets : 

1- Ali used to ( plays ) tennis , but now he plays football .           ( correct ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- Ola and Reem used to do exercises .                                         ( Negative ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Unit 8 

 Word List 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 Hard working Adj ヮヤヨハ ヴプ ギイョ 
2 rarely Adv やケキゅル 
3 hidden Adj ヶヘガョ 
4 Dig up V ゲヘエΑ 
5 Sow  V ネケゴΑ 
6 value N るヨΒホ 
7- earn V ょジわムΑ 
8 queue V ケヲよゅヅ ヶプ ブボΑ 
9 perform  ンキぽΑ 

 behaviour N ポヲヤシ 
 public N ケヲヰヨィ 
 Park ranger N るボΑギエャや サケゅェ 
 biologist N ¬ゅΒェや ユャゅハ 
 runway N ノΑゲシ ペΑゲヅ 
 staff N モヨハ ユホゅヅ 
 luggage N ヮバわョぺ 
 passport N ゲヘシ コやヲィ 
 aisle N ゲヨョ 
 agent N モΒヨハ 
 Boarding pass N  キヲバダャや るホゅトよ 
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:  

[rarely に earn-hard working] 

 
1. Work is important to ……………………..money. 

 
2. She isn’t lazy at all . She is a ……………………person.   

 
Grammar-- must /must not 

 
 
 
 

 れゅプゅッま ラヱギよ  モバプ ラヲムΑ    Must , mustn’t ギバよ ヴゎゅΑ ヵグャや モバヘャや        *                                        

                                                                        must  ギバよ  not     ノツル ヶヘレャや ギレハ* 

  ex) We must  (( wear)) a special uniform. ( Negative ) 

   ex) We mustn’t  (( wear)) a special uniform.  

Activity 1--------Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

   1- You ………………….obey your parents . 
         a- shouldn’t                  b-must            c- mustn’t  d- couldn’t 
  2- We mustn’t …………………… a mobile phone when we drive a car . 
        a- uses       b- using          c-used           d- use  

Activity 2------Do as shown between brackets : 

   1-You must come late .                                                          (Make negative ) 

       ……………………………………………………………………. 

    2-You must cross the street .                                                ( Make negative ) 

       ……………………………………………………………………. 

   3-He  must join the club  .                                                     ( Make negative ) 

       …………………………………………………………………… 

Must + ケギダヨャや ラま ょイΑ ex) You must study hard . 
 

 
Mustn’t ケギダヨャや +  

 
ラま ょイΑ Ι 

 

 
ex) You mustn’t play in the street . 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :- 
1.  This dog is well-trained to ……………………….on the theatre 
 

a. sow                            b. perform                c. earn                              d. queue 
  

 
2. His …………………is very strong . He needs to go to the doctor  
    a--calligraphy                     b- value                  c-  instrument                  d. behaviour 
 
 

Topic: Grammar (have to –has to ) 

Grammar ( Have to…) 

                Have to  (ラや ょイΑ(                                                          Has to  ( ラや ょイΑ ( 

                                           You                              he                                              キゲヘョ ユシや 

I 

           They                   we                                                     she                      it 

 

      Ex) I have to leave now .       

      Ex)A zookeeper has to be physically strong .   

      ex) She has to eat fruit and vegetables .  

Affirmative   れゅらをΗや Negative  ャや ヶヘレ  
Have to don’t have to 
Has to doesn’t have to 

 

Do as shown between brackets : 
      1- Hamad has to go to the club at 6 o’clock .                                ( Make negative ) 
   …………………………………………………………………………….. 
     2- We have to turn  the lights off .                                                  (Make  negative ) 

     …………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Grammar—Had to     

Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : 
  

    1- I …………………………….visit my friend last week  . 
       a- have to  b- has to  c- had to   d- have 
    2- Dina had to ……………….………. her interview last week. 
       a- cancels  b- cancelling c- cancel  d- cancelled 
Make a question: 

      1- We had to stay up all night yesterday.   

       …………………………………………………………………………………..….. 
      2-They had to use an insect repellent  in the campsite last week .  

      …………………………………………………………….…………………………. 
  Make negative:  

     1-I had to visit my aunt yesterday. 

       ………………………………………………………………..  
    2-Last week , We had to do our projects . 

      ……………………………………………………………….. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :- 
    1-Can you carry these ………………… with me , please ? 

      a) runway  b) luggage                c) passport              d ) staff 
 
    2- You can’t travel without your …………………………  
 
      a) runway  b)  behaviour     c) passport               d ) staff 
 

 

 
Had to ラま ヮΒヤハ ょイΑ ラゅミ 

 
れゅヨヤムャや ログワ ノョ ヶッゅヨャや リョゴャや ヴプ ヴゎほゎ 

In the past – ago – last – in the past 
 

ゅッま ラヱギよ ケギダョ ゅワギバよ ヴゎゅΑ. れゅプ 
  

Ex ) We ((had to)) buy a TV yesterday . 
 

 
Negative      ヴヘレャや 

 

 
have tot ’didn                                  had to 
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it 9 

 Word List 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 Profile  (n) るΒダガセ ヮエヨャ 

2 Composer  (n)    リエヤョ 

3 Generous  ( adj.)     ユΑゲミ 
4 Imaginative  ( adj.)   ヶャゅΒカ 

5 Selfish  ( adj.)     ヶルゅルや 

6 Organise  (v)    ユヌレΑ 
7-   Cabinet  ( n)    るルやゴカ 

8 Regularly  (adv.)     ュゅヌわルゅよ 

9 Sweep  (v)   ザレムΑ 

 Laundry  (n)    モΒジピャや 

 Nobel prize  (n)  モよヲル りゴもゅィ 

 Contribute  ( v) ユワゅジΑ 
 Faculty    ( n) るΒヤミ 

 Voyage   (n)  るΒもゅツプ ヱや るΑゲエよ るヤェケ 

 Theory  (n)  るΑゲヌル 

 Citizen  (n)  リヅやヲョ 

 Admire  (v)  ょイバΑ 

 Achievement  (n)  コゅイルや 

 Quote   (n)  サゅらわホや 
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ll in the spaces with word from a list:                                         
[profile – composer – generous ] 

1- He plays music. He wants to be a ………………… 

2. The newspaper published a……………….. of Ayoub Hussein.  
 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:  

(composer – selfish – imaginative –generous)  

1- She always gives money to the poor, she is …………..  . 

2- Don't be ……………You should share your things with others. 

3-Scientists are …………………. persons. 

 
Topic: Grammar (Should –shouldn't ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- You  should  (do)  some exercise.  
TV for a long time(watch) shouldn't  You-2 

 

Giving advice  

Should      

 

Shouldn't                                                     (  ケキタョャゅよ メバヘャや Infinitive)  

 

Wｴ┞ Sﾗﾐろデ ┞ﾗ┌ ぐぐぐ い 
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Fill in the spaces using  should -  shouldn't - why don't you 
1- We ………………… stay up late. 
2- He ………………..buy a new car as his car is very old. 
3- ………………..have a timetable for studying your lessons? 
4- …………………have a haircut? 
5- You ……………… do your homework. 
 
Do as shown between brackets: 
1-We should play computer games for a long time.                ( Make negative ) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Amira   should study English well.                                       ( Ask a question ) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

3-They should ( tidying ) their bedrooms daily.                        ( Correct the verb ) 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Topic: Grammar (adverbs ) 

 

Adjective  れゅヘタ Adverb  メゅェ 

When you describe ( Subject)   When you describe ( Verb ) 

Adjective+ ly=adverb 

Slow Slow+ ly =slowly 

Quick quick +ly=quickly 

Careful Careful +ly=carefully 

Consonant( リミゅシ フゲェ) + ly = ily  Happy +ly = happily   

(Except  やギハ ゅョ)  
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Correct the following : 
1- The driver should drive his car (careful )                …………………….. 

2- T he boy behaves ( good ) with his friends.             …………………….. 

 

Topic: Helping at home   
Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 

[Selfish – organise – regularly – cabinet   ] 

1. She likes to ……………….. her books on the shelf. 

2. Why don’t you organise your file ……………………? 

3- Letters arrive …………….. from his friends. 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- She …………………..her room. 

a) restored                   b) swept                  c) included              d) realised 

2- My mother ironed the …………… every week. 

a) chariot                    b) laundry          c) runway              d) luggage 

              Shy +ly =shyly  Adjective( ヮヘタ ) Adverb  ( メゅェ )   

 Good  ギΒィ Well リジェや モムゼよ 

Fast ノΑゲシ Fast  ヮハゲジよ 

Hard  ょバタ Hard ヮよヲバダよ 
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Unit 9     page   
Topic: Grammar (had to ) 

Affirmative Negative Question 

Had to + ケギダヨャゅよ モバヘャや didn't have to +ケギダョ Did you have to 
……..? 

 

1- He had to do his homework yesterday.     (make negative) 

 

He didn't have to do his homework yesterday. 

2- He had to take a swimming training last week. (ask questions) 

 

What did he have to take last week?  

Choose the correct answer: 

         I (have – has – had) to organise my bedroom yesterday. I ( don't – 
didn't – doesn't ) have to do the laundry. I had to (sweeps- sweeping – 
sweep) the floor.  

Do as shown between brackets : 
1- He had to give up the trip for lack of money.          (  ask a question  ) 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 
2- He had to think for himself.                                      ( make negative)  
……………………………………………………………………………. …..                    
3- She ( have ) to do her homework yesterday.           ( correct  the verb) 
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Unit 9    page  
Topic: Great minds   

 

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d  
1- I ………….. to the school campaign to raise money for the poor. 

a)  earn                              b) trade               c) organise               d) contribute 

2- The ……………….. to America used to take many weeks. 

a) profile                   b) composer         c) voyage                            d) biologist  

3- He produced a …………….. about historical change. 

a) voyage              b) faculty             c) chariot   d) theory 

4- Ahmed Zuwail is an Egyptian …………. 

a)     citizen          b) composer        c) voyage         d) theory       

 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list : 

               ( admire – contribute – quotes – achievements) 

1- Thomas Edison has great ……………………. 

2- I …………………. Nelson Mandela He is a great man.  

3-Einstein has many……………… which were admired by many people. 
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Unit 10 

 Word List 
 Word Part of Speech Meaning 

1 Silver  (n) ヮツプ 

2 ambitious (adj.) ゥヲヨヅ 

3 repair  (v) ウヤダΑ 
4 engine  (n) ポゲエョ 

5 Submarine (n) ヮタやヲビ 

6 quality  (n) ヮヘタ 

7-   issue  ( n) ヶヘエタ ケやギタや 

8 film  (v.) ケヲダΑ 

9 neatly (adv.) k   ヮΑゅレバよ-  ヮヨヌレョ ロケヲダよ  

 create (v)  ほゼレΑ 

 brilliant  (adj.)  ヮハケゅよ– ヮボャほわョ-  ヴミク  

 mausoleum  ( n) ユガプ ゲらホ 

 concert    ( n) ヮΒボΒシヲョ ヮヤヘェ 

 population (n) ラゅムジャや キギハ  

 impatiently (adv.)  ゲらダャや パケゅヘよ 

 seagull (n) (ロゅΒヨャや ベヲプ ペヤエゎ ケヲΒヅ ( サケヲレャや ケヲΒヅ 

 fascinated  (adj.)  ケヲエジョ 
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                              
 [Silver – ambitious – repairing – engine   ] 

1. Cars can't move without ………………….. 

2. I like ……………….. bicycles . 

3- I have ……………….. ring , I wear it all the times . 
 

Unit     page  
Grammar: Relative pronouns  

 

 ヶレョ ょヤトΑ ゅョギレハjoin モタヲャや ゲもゅヨッ ュギガわシや 
 ングャや– ( モホゅバヤャ ( ヴわャや Who=That  

 ングャや– (  モホゅバャや ゲΒピャ ( ヴわャや Which=That 

(ろホヲヤャ ( ゅョギレハ When 

( ラゅムヨヤャ ( ゑΒェ Where 

-: Join the sentences 

. is beautiful . She Lila is clever doctor -1 
                                   Who = that 

 .have many facilities. They Our schools are big -2 
                              Which=that 

.I learn there   .l   go o schoo I -3 

                      Where    

 4- We have good time   .   We do good things. 

                              When 
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)which –where  – owh –When (  

1. Mr Richard,…………….   is a taxi driver, lives on the corner. 

2. We often visit our aunt in Dubai…………….   is in East Anglia. 

  3.Thank you very much for your e-mail……………… was very interesting. 

  4- I was five years ………………. Mum taught me English . 

   
-: Join the sentences   

1-This is the town . It has many malls . 

…………………………………………………………………………………  

2- It is 7 o'clock . I go to school . 

………………………………………………………………………………..  

3- Marwa is a teacher . She is pretty . 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

4-My car is small . It is red . 

………………………………………………………………………………  
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [issue- neatly-created -filmed ] 

1. This video is …………………….. last year . 

2. I like to put my clothes ………………. In the cupboard  . 

3- My father reads the latest ……………….. on newspaper . 

Unit     page  
Grammar: prepositions    

  Prepositionsゲイャや フヱゲェ 

 ヶャや– ヶムャ To  

- ケヲヰセ              
-  リΒレシ 
-  リミゅョや 

- The morning – afternoon - evening 

In   

                        - れΚタやヲヨャや ヮヤΒシヱ 

                       - ヮトシやヲよ 

by 

                      - ヮハゅジャや 

                      - the weekend  

home                       

 - night 

at 

          -  ネヲらシΙや ュゅΑや 

         -  ヶヤハ 

         On holiday  

- th4- rd3 – nd2 – st1the  

On  

 モィや リョ For  

 ろエゎ Under  
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ケやヲイよ Next to 

 リΒよ between 

 ュゅョや Infront of  

Fill in the correct prepositions. 

1. Peter is playing tennis ……………….. Sunday. 

2. My brother's birthday is ………………….the 5th of November. 

3. My picture is …………………………………………….the wall . 

4. The cat is …………….. the table .I can't see it . 

5. I sit …………………. Me and Ola . 

 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [concert- impatiently-population -seagull   ] 

1. I like watching ………….. because it is my favourite bird . 

2. The …………………….. of  Kuwait is about 3 million  . 

3- I waited to see my father ……………………. . 
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Unit 11 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ンキやヱ (n) valley 

ヴャゅハ- ノヘゎケョ (adj) steep 
ケクェよ (adv) cautiously 
りキョハ (n) mayor 

ロゅΑョヤャ ヮカッョ (n) pump 
ケヱキΑ- メピセΑ (v) operate 

ペェヤΑ-ヅよケΑ (v) attach 
ペプキゎΑ (ph.v) Flow up 

ケΑヱキゎ キΑバΑ (v) recycle 
ケΑをほゎ (n) impact 
メヤボΑ (v) reduce 
ゐヱヤゎ (n) pollution 
ピタ ヮャやりケΑ (n) gadget 
¬ゅハヱ (n) container 
キキバゎョ (adj) several 
キキィゎョ (adj) renewable 
ュェプ )n( coal 

ュィェャや メΑもッ )adj( tiny 
ゆシやヱケ (n) deposit 
ヶショセ (adj) solar 
りヱボよ (adv) powerfully 

¬やヱワ ヮルヱェゅヅ (n) windmill 
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [operates- cautiously-valley –steep] 

1. The ………………. will be the first to fllod if river rises . 

2. The  camera also…………………….. under water . 

3- This store’s prices are too  ……………………. . for me 

===================================================== 

Unit     page  
  passive voice :Grammar 

:Present passive voice -1 

 

1- The sharks     eat    small fish. ( ヮョヲヤバョ ヮヤヨィ ヶヨジゎ  モハゅヘャゅよ ¬やギらゎ ヶわャや ヮヤヨイャや)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

2-Small fish   are eaten   by the sharks . . ( ヮャヲヰイョ ヮヤヨィ ヶヨジゎ  メヲバヘヨャゅよ ¬やギらゎ ヶわャや ヮヤヨイャや) 

 

 

 

 

 

 メハゅプ
 

メバプ  
ケゅッョ

ネ

ヱバヘョ
 メ 

Active sentence 

 ヮョヱヤバョ ヮヤョィ 

 メヱバヘョ    Is     

   are 

P.P ( メや フΑケタゎャやン ) 
Passive sentence 

ィョ ヮヤョィ ヮャヱヰ  
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Change into passive :-  
 

3-The teacher explains the lesson. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4-The players score three goals 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

:passive voice astP -2 

2- My mother prepared the food. ( ヮョヲヤバョ ヮヤヨィ ヶヨジゎ  モハゅヘャゅよ ¬やギらゎ ヶわャや ヮヤヨイャや)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

2-The food   was prepared   by my mother . .   ((るャヲヰイョ ヴヨジゎ メヲバヘヨャゅよ やギらゎ ヴわャや るヤヨイャや  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 メハゅプ
 

メバプ 
ヴッゅョ 

 

ヱバヘョ
 メ 

Active sentence 

 ヮョヱヤバョ ヮヤョィ 

 メヱバヘョ    was    

   
P.P ( メや フΑケタゎャやン ) 

Passive sentence 

 ヮャヱヰィョ ヮヤョィ 
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Change into passive :-  
 1-My mother made delicious pizza. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2-I tid ied my bedroom yesterday.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [poluution- recycle -gadget –container] 

1. We should ……….. cans and bottles. 

2. The fish are dying of ……………………... 

3- It is a great time-saving   ……………………. . for the housekeepers. 

=================================================== 

Grammar p.74 

)Future using (Going to +inf     らボわジヨャや リョコ   モGoing to -3 

Affirmative sentences 
るわらんヨャや るヤヨイャや 

Negative Sentences 
るΒヘレヨャや るヤヨイャや 

Questions  メやぽジャや  
    

1- He is going to study French next 
year. 

1- He isn’t going to study 
French next year 

1-What is he  going to 
study next year 

2-They are going to travel next 
May. 

2-They aren’t going to 
travel next May. 

2-When are they  going 
to travel ? 

Formation   リΑヲムわャや:-         I                s am 
                                         (   He- She-It  )   s is          going to + inf. ( -やれゅプゅッや ラヱギよ モバヘャ  

ケギダヨャや ) 
                                        ( They-We-You) s are 

Usage  ュやギガわシΙや: *for future plans we have decided to do before we speak.    テトガャや リハ ゲΒらバわヤャ
ヴわャや るΒヤらボわジヨャや  ゅヰよ ュゅΒボャや ゅルケゲホ

                                                                                                         ゅボらジョ 

Key words:- モらボわジヨャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや れゅヨヤムャや 
Next ( year-month-week-┼┻ょ   & this (evening-afternoon-year- weekendょ┼┼   & 

tomorrow- tonight 
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Do as shown between brackets :- 
       1- We (have) an English test tomorrow.                                              (Correct) 

          ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

                                                                               

2- I am going to do my school project this week                                (negative) 

 

      ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ    
                                                                                     

     ============================================================ 

4-Question tag                                work book p. 58 
1-Ahmed is a doctor ,-------------? 
                                                                                             
        Isn't       he                                                                 
                                                                                                                  
2-Maha  wasn't a pupil , -------------?                           
                                                                                             
  Was              she                                                              
                                                                                            
3-My cat can jump,---------------?                                   
                                                             
 Can't          it    
4- My parents aren't here,……………………………………? 

       are                they  

5-My mother  will make  pizza ,………………………………………? 

Won’t   she  

6-She can’t  speak English ,………………………………………….? 

 can     she  

7-I’m the fastest, ………………………….?. 

Aren't    I 

 

 メヱェゎΑ キャヱャや ュシやhe 

 メヱェゎΑ  れルよャや ュシやShe  

 メホゅバャや ケΑビ キケヘョャや ュシやIt   

 メヱェゎΑ ノョィャや ュシやthey    

   ケΑョッ ヴャや ュシΙや メヱェΑ 

ヴヘルョ メバプ ヴャや れよをョャや メバヘャや メヱェΑ 

ャや メバヘャや メヱェΑれよをョ ヴャや ヴヘルョ  
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Compelete the following sentences with the question tag : 

1-You can reach the shelf,-------------------------? 

2-Nader will study,-------------------------------? 

3- Emma can’t speak Arabic,-----------------------? 

4- You won’t forget your homework,--------------------------? 

5-My sister wasn’t at school ,---------------------? 

:oose the correct answer from a, b , c or dCh 

1- …………………………. is a non-renewable source of energy . 

       a- valley             b- container          c- coal                 d- windmill  

2- The houses and cars looked ………………………. from the sky. 

       a- tiny                b- brilliant            c – facinated          d- steep 

3- Energy can be …………………… or non – renewable. 

      a- renewable       b- impact             c- pollution           d- seagull 

Iゲ                          ｷゲﾐげデ 

Iゲﾐげデ                        ｷゲ 

AヴW                       ;ヴWﾐげデ 

AヴWﾐげデ                    ;ヴW 

I ;ﾏ                     ;ヴWﾐげデ I  

I;ﾐ                         I;ﾐげデ 

I;ﾐげデ                      I;ﾐ 

┘ｷﾉﾉ                         ┘ﾗﾐげデ 

┘ﾗﾐげデ                      ┘ｷﾉﾉ 

was                         ┘;ゲﾐげデ 

were      ┘WヴWﾐげデ                
┘WヴWﾐげデ 
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 Unit 12 word list 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

meaning Part of speeech word 
ケΑヰセ- コケゅよ (Adj) prominent 

ケやキタや (n puplication 
ヮョゅルコケ (n calender 
ュケミΑ (v honour 
ほプゅミΑ (v reward 

ウヤヅタョ (n idiom 
メホゅをゎよ (adv heavily 
るィケキ (n degree 
ほよルゎ (n prediction 

ヱィャや ヮャゅェよ ラヰミゎ (n forecast 
ヴもΑよ (adj environmental 
ヴよヅホ (adj polar 

ンキΑヤィ ¬ゅヅビ (n icecap 
メェゅシ n( coast 

やキィ ケΑよミ adj( enormous 
ノヘゎケΑ (v rise 
キケセョ (adj homeless 

メコルΑ-メョェΑ (v download 
ラワクャや ヴャや キΑバΑ (v recall 

るをケゅミ (n disaster 
ケゅタハや (n hurricane 
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [application- honours -rewarded –calendar- gadget] 

1. I marked your birthady on my ……….. ……………….. 

2. Scientists should be ……………………... for their great work. 

3- The teacher    ……………………. . the brilliant students in the class. 

4- The book is now ready for ………………………… 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [predictions- degree -heavily –forecast- idiom] 

1. We heard the weather ……….……… and decided to cancel the barbeque party. 

2. Don’t foreget your umbrella. It is raining ………………………. 

3- Experiments showed that the last ………………. was what happened.  

4- Today the temperature will be three  ………………………… 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:                             
 [Polar- icecaps -coast –environmental- powerfully] 

1. ……………….. bears live in the Arctic. 

2. The ice in the  ……………………….is turning into water. 

3- Our planet facse many ………………. problems nowadays.  

4- They made temporary camps along the ……………………………. 

Fill in the spaces with word from a list:  
                            

 [rise- puplication –homeless- enormous] 

1. An elephant is an …………………………… animal. 

2. It is said that prices are going to ……………………….. again. 

3- We are raising money for …………………………. families.  
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Modals 
(will ,won’t ,(might= could)) 

 

 

    Ex: I will  go to the club next week. 
    Ex: He won’t go to the zoo.   
    Ex: I think it will  rain tomorrow. 
 

    Ex: I might go to visit my friend Ali tomorrow. 
    Ex: He is ill, but he could go to the school 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 

   1-He will go to the club tomorrow.                 (Ask question) 
   …………………………………………………………………………. 
   2-I will come to the party.                  (Change into negative) 
  …………………………………………………………………………. 
   3- I might (went) to my friend Ali if I finish early.   (Correct) 
   …………………………………………………………………………. 

4-I ( will- won’t – might ) go to the cinema at the weekend, I am not sure. (choose) 
 

 

= could 

We use will for future Prediction. (certain) 

    Wﾗﾐげデ    ヴヘル     will 

 

   We use might = could 

for possibility 

 

Will 

Won't 

Could 

might 
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Fill in the spaces with word from a list:  
                            

 [download- hurricanes –disaster- recall] 

1. I always …………………………… new movies. 

2. I can’t ……………………….. what happened in the accident. 

3- ……………….. are more powerful than storms . 
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- Reading Comprehension 
:owRead the following passage carefully, then answer the questions bel 

      "It is too dark to read your book! Just switch on the light." It is hard to 

believe that only just over a century ago, this was not possible. There was no 

electric light to switch on. People used candles, gas and oil lamps to light their 

homes and to work and study. 

      The electric light bulb was invented in 1879 by Thomas Edison. He 

invented many other things which we take for granted today. He also invented things 

which helped other people develop their own inventions. 

    Edison was a brilliant inventor. However, when he was a child, his 

teachers thought he was stupid because he used to ask too many questions. His 

mother said he didn't ask questions because he was stupid, but because he was curious 

about how things worked. She educated him at home. He worked so hard day and 

night that he had little time for family and friends. 

-: A) Choose the best completion from a, b, c & d 

1- This passage is most likely written to :-…………………… 
     a) Entertain us with a nice story                          b)suggest a way to save energy     
     c) tells us about some modern inventions           d)inform us about a great inventor 
 
2-  The most suitable title for this passage could be ………………………………. 
     a) the light bulb                                                                             b) oil lamps 
     c) great inventor                                                                               d) reading 

3- The underlined word (this) in the passage refers to…………………………… 
     a) the light                        b ) reading a book                  c ) candles            d) lamps 
4-The synonym of the underlined word "brilliant" in the third paragraph is………….. 
     a) stupid                       b ) clever                            c ) sad                   d) bad 

: B) Answer the following questions 
 
    5- How did people use to light their houses in the past? 
 ……………………………………………..…………………………………………… 
   6-How did Edison complete his education ? 
 ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

          Money has two types; paper money, which is made of special paper and coins 
which are made from different kinds of metal. Money is very important in our life. 
Parents can spend it to buy everything that their children need. They can buy food, 
drinks, clothes, furniture and cars. They can also use it  to travel around the world.  

People earn money by working at all different kinds of jobs. You can earn 
money even if you are a child. You can paint a picture, make a card or design a poster 
and sell them to people. Then, you can use the money you earned to buy all your needs. 
Also, you can save it in the bank. 
        Money can be a blessing if we use it in a good way. It can also be a curse if we 
use it in wars or to hurt others. In fact, money is not everything in life. Money cannot 
buy happiness or health. There are many people who have little money but still they 
live a happy and healthy life. 
A. Choose the best completion from a, b, c and d: (4X2= 8)  

 

1. The underlined pronoun "it" in the 1st paragraph ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗぐくくぐぐぐぐ 

a) paper   b) money   c) furniture    d) food 

2. The main idea of the 2nd ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ｷゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
a) Ways to earn money     b) The importance of banks 

c) Selling and buying things           d) Making cards and posters 

3. The underlined word "curse" in the 3rd paragraph meansぐくくぐぐぐぐ 

a) a way of living      b) a source of happiness 

c) a type of clothes            d) a source of sadness 

4. The purpose of the writer in writing the passage is toぐぐぐぐ 

  a) suggest ways of saving more money      a) explain the role money plays in our life  

   c) describe paper money around the world     d) show how children spend their money  
  

B. With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: (3X2=6) 
 

5. What are the types of money? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

6. How can a child earn money? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following then answer the questions below:- 

     One night, Omar Bin Al-Khatab was in his usual round in Madinah when he saw an 
old woman. She was busy cooking something. Her children were crying for a long time. 
feeling pity for them, Omar asked why they were crying. The woman said that she had 
no food in the house and that there was only water in the pot on the fire. She was doing 
so until her children fell asleep. 

          Omar at once hurried away with his servant as he brought flour, butter and dates. 
He gave them to the woman. He told her that she would be receiving food and money for 
her children. She thanked him for kindness and refused to tell her about his name. 

) X 2 = 8  M 4(  :Choose the right answer from a , b ,c and d 
1- The suitable title for this passage is…………………………. 

     a)Omar Bin Al Khatab            b)Madina       c)Old women    d)The servant 
 
2- The purpose of the writer of this passage is to:-…………………… 
     a) Entertain us with a nice story                    b)suggest a way for helping the poor     
     c) tells us about the woman's children           d)inform us about a great Muslim leader 

 

3-The synonym of word refused in the second paragraph is ……….. 
    a) agreed                       b) disagreed                 c) brought                   d) took 
4-The antonym of the underlined word of word servant in the second paragraph is …….. 
    a) Worker                       b) carpenter                   c) doctor                     d) driver 
5-The word they in the first paragraph refers to……………. 
     a)Omar and his servant                         b)Omar and the woman     
     c)the woman's children                         d)dates 
 
 Answer the following questions : (2  6 =3 و Marks) 
4- Where was Omar Bin Al-Khatab on his round? 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

5-What was the woman doing ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 


